Complete each sentence with the right subject from the parentheses.

Example: **Amphibians** are animals that live on both land and water.
(Amphibians / A crocodile)

1) ________________ are celebrating their birthday tomorrow.
   (The twin brothers / My neighbor)

2) ________________ eat nachos with green salad.
   (People / Uncle Frank)

3) ________________ learn to play the piano after school.
   (Eric and I / He)

4) ________________ writes stories for the magazine.
   (Julian / The children)

5) ________________ swim underwater in search of food.
   (Dipper / Dippers)

6) ________________ walks her dog every morning.
   (Olive / The girls)

7) ________________ are recycling old plastic bottles.
   (The volunteers / Fanny)

8) ________________ run at speeds close to 60 miles an hour.
   (Pronghorns / Pronghorn)
Complete each sentence with the right subject from the parentheses.

Example: **Amphibians** are animals that live on both land and water. (Amphibians / A crocodile)

1) **The twin brothers** are celebrating their birthday tomorrow. (The twin brothers / My neighbor)

2) **People** eat nachos with green salad. (People / Uncle Frank)

3) **Eric and I** learn to play the piano after school. (Eric and I / He)

4) **Julian** writes stories for the magazine. (Julian / The children)

5) **Dippers** swim underwater in search of food. (Dipper / Dippers)

6) **Olive** walks her dog every morning. (Olive / The girls)

7) **The volunteers** are recycling old plastic bottles. (The volunteers / Fanny)

8) **Pronghorns** run at speeds close to 60 miles an hour. (Pronghorns / Pronghorn)